Abstract. The crosscorrelation of ambient acoustic noise observed at two receivers yields the impulse response between these receivers, assuming that the noise field is diffuse. In practical situations the noise field exhibits directionality, which imprints the angle-dependent correlation function. For the situation of a directional scatterer in a directional noise field, the correlation function contains the product of the directional scattering matrix and the directional noise. This seemingly underdetermined problem can be resolved by exploiting a relation between the causal and acausal parts of the correlation function. For a given pair of receivers, the causal and acausal parts of the correlation function contain the same element of the scattering matrix (by reciprocity) but different elements of the directional noise field. This property can be used to estimate the directionality of the noise (apart from an undetermined scaling factor) and, subsequently, of the scattering matrix.
Introduction.
Recently, methodologies have been developed to retrieve a medium's acoustic impulse response from ambient noise [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . Assuming the noise field is diffuse, the crosscorrelation of the responses at two receivers converges to the Green's function between these receivers. This principle has been successfully applied in the fields of ultrasonics [7] , regional seismology [8, 9, 10, 11] , exploration seismic [12] , underwater acoustics [13, 14] , and medical imaging [15] . For a review of the theory and the many applications see [16] , [17] , [18] , and [19] .
In many practical situations, the noise field is not purely diffuse but exhibits directionality [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] . This causes artificial directionality of the retrieved Green's function. In addition, it may lead to spurious events because of incomplete cancellation of specific stationary-phase contributions. Several methods have been proposed to compensate for the directionality of the noise field, ranging from correlating the coda of the correlation [26, 27, 28] and directional balancing [29] to multidimensional deconvolution [30] . These methods apply to different configurations and each of them yield more accurate Green's functions than the crosscorrelation method in those configurations.
Here we present a method to retrieve the directional scattering matrix of a scattering object from directional noise. The configuration consists of a scatterer with compact support in a homogeneous embedding medium. The proposed method is based on the following principle; see also Figure 1 . For the scattered field, the causal part of the crosscorrelation of the noise at two receivers is dominated by the wave propagating through one of the receivers via the scatterer to the other receiver, whereas the acausal part is dominated by the wave propagating in the opposite direction. Because of reciprocity, both parts of the correlation function are related to the same element of the scattering matrix, but they are weighted by different noise spectra. The spectral division of the time-reversed acausal part and the causal part of the correlation function gives the ratio of these noise spectra. This ratio can be used to compensate for the imprint of the directional noise on the correlation function. Apart from an unknown constant scaling factor, this yields the correct directional properties of the scattering matrix. This method distinguishes itself from other methods that compensate for noise directionality by explicitly exploiting the relation between the causal and acausal parts of the correlation function. Moreover, in principle the method can be applied on a receiver-by-receiver basis, but applying it to an array of receivers stabilizes the result.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we discuss the model for the response of a directional scatterer to directional noise. In section 3 we carefully evaluate the correlation of the responses at two receiver positions. In section 4 we discuss some properties of this correlation function. Based on this, in section 5 we show how the noise directivity and, subsequently, the directional scattering matrix can be retrieved from the correlation function. We end with concluding remarks in section 6.
where ψ i (x, k) and ψ s (x, k) are the incident and scattered fields, respectively, according to
(i is the imaginary unit) and
Here f (k x , k) is the scattering matrix of the scatterer, where k and k x are the wave vectors of the incident and scattered fields, respectively. Note that |k| = |k| with wavenumber k = ω/c, where ω is the angular frequency. (k can have any direction.) Moreover, k x = kx/|x|, where x is the Cartesian coordinate vector of the observation point. The scattering matrix accounts for nonlinear (primary and multiple) scattering within the scatterer. The far-field approximation (3) holds when
where λ is the wavelength in the homogeneous embedding medium and a the effective size of the scatterer (i.e., the support of the inverse spatial Fourier transform of the scattering matrix f [32] ). The scattering matrix obeys the reciprocity relation [31] 
and the generalized optical theorem [31, 33, 34, 35] 
where the superscript asterisk denotes complex conjugation and dΩ
In the following we consider a directional noise field, consisting of a distribution of plane waves with time-dependent noise functions N (n, t), where t denotes time and n is a normal vector, indicating the propagation direction of the plane wave. The noise functions for different propagation directions are mutually uncorrelated, according to
The inline asterisk denotes temporal convolution, but the time-reversal of the second noise function turns the convolution into a correlation. The notation · denotes ensemble averaging, which is in practice replaced by averaging over sufficiently long time. S(n, t) is the autocorrelation of the noise function of the plane wave with direction n, and δ(n − n ) is the Dirac delta function, defined on a sphere with unit radius (because |n| = |n | = 1). Note that S(n, t) quantifies the directionality of the noise field. We define the temporal Fourier transform H(ω) of a time-dependent function H(t) as
In this paper we will not use different symbols for time-and frequency-domain functions.
(There can be no confusion because we always write the arguments between brackets.) With this definition, the Fourier transform of (7) becomes
which we write more compactly as
with k = nk and k = n k. Here δ(k − k ) is defined on a sphere with radius |k| = |k |. Note that S(k) is the power spectrum of the noise for a plane wave with wave vector k. Using the superposition principle, the response to the distribution of plane waves is in the space-frequency domain written as
Two-dimensional situation.
For the two-dimensional (2D) situation, most of the equations in section 2.1 hold but with 2D coordinate and wave vectors. However, because Green's functions are different in two dimensions, the scattered field in (3) needs to be replaced by
Moreover, the generalized optical theorem in (6) needs to be replaced by
with dΩ k = dk /|k | and (10) needs to be replaced by
with δ(k − k ) defined on a circle with radius |k| = |k |.
The correlation function.
3.1. 3D situation. We define the crosscorrelation of the responses at two receiver positions x A and x B as
In the frequency domain this becomes
Upon substitution of (11) we obtain, using (10),
Substitution of (1) gives
We evaluate the right-hand side of (18) term by term [36] . For the first term we obtain, using (2),
The main contributions come from k-values for which the argument of the exponential is stationary [5] . This occurs when k is parallel with Figure 2 (a). Using the method of stationary phase (Appendix A.1), we find for large |k|
whereḠ(x B , x A , ω) is the Green's function in the homogeneous embedding medium, defined as
This is the Fourier transform of
being the travel time of the direct wave, propagating from x A to x B . The Green's functions and source spectra appearing in (22) are all shown in Figure 2 (a). Note thatḠ * (x B , x A , ω) is the Fourier transform of the time-reversed Green's function
Figure 2. More detailed analysis of the dominating contributions to the correlation function
In Figure 2 (a) this Green's function is pictured as back-propagating from x B to x A . For the second term in the right-hand side of (18) we obtain, using (2) and (3),
with k B = kx B /|x B |. The stationary contributions occur for k parallel with x A , i.e., for 
where G s (x B , x A , ω) is the scattered part of the Green's function in the actual medium, i.e.,
and where
The forward propagating Green's functions appearing in the right-hand side of (28) are shown in Figure 2 (b). Together with the scattering matrix
where t sct = |x A |/c + |x B |/c is the travel time along the path from x A , via the scatterer (which is centered around the origin), to x B . Hence, according to (31) (29) and (30) , contains a forward and a backward propagating Green's function (Figure 2(b) ) and has no physical meaning. The inverse Fourier transform
In a similar way we find for the third term in the right-hand side of (18)
see Figure 2 (c), with
The inverse Fourier transforms of
According to (35) , G s (x B , x A , −t) is proportional to the time-reversed scattering matrix, advanced by t sct . According to (36) , M 2 (x B , x A , t) is proportional to the time-reversed scattering matrix, delayed by t art .
Finally, for the last term in the right-hand side of (18) we find
The integrand in (37) has no stationary contributions; hence, this expression is not further simplified. (32) and (36), (37) represents an artifact, proportional to a combination of scattering matrices, delayed by t art . Combining all terms gives, in the frequency domain,
For the special case of a diffuse field (i.e., an equipartitioned noise field) we may replace S(k AB ), S(−k AB ), etc., by one-and-the-same spectrum S 0 (ω). For this situation the last term in (38) vanishes on account of the optical theorem (6) and the symmetry relation (5) for the scattering matrix [32, 36, 37] . This leaves
where G(x B , x A , ω) is the total Green's function in the actual medium, i.e., (40) G
Equation (39) formulates the well-known relation between the correlation function and the Green's function for the situation that the noise field is diffuse [1, 3, 4, 5, 6] . Equation (38) is the generalization of this relation for directional noise. The different contributions to the Green's functions in the right-hand side of (38) are weighted by different power spectra, or, in the time domain, convolved with different autocorrelation functions. Moreover, the right-hand side of (38) contains a nonvanishing term proportional to M(x B , x A , ω), corresponding to a superposition of artifacts around t = t art in the time domain. In sections 4 and 5 we use (38) together with (28) as the basis for retrieving the directional scattering matrix from directional noise.
2D situation.
For the 2D situation, we obtain instead of (38) (using Appendix A.2)
and only cancel when the noise is equipartitioned. Each of these contributions is convolved with a specific noise autocorrelation function and is time-integrated (due to the factors 1/ik). Note that |t art | ≤ t dir ≤ t sct . When x A and x B lie at opposite sides on a straight line through the origin, t dir = t sct , meaning that the direct wave contributions interfere with the forward scattered contributions. On the other hand, when x A and x B lie both at the same side on a straight line through the origin, t dir = |t art |, meaning that the artifact interferes with one of the direct wave contributions (or with both when t art = 0). Finally, for those situations where t dir + dt/2 < t sct − dt/2, where dt is a measure for the duration of the autocorrelation of the noise, the causal and acausal scattered events can be selected from the total correlation function by time-windowing. This condition is fulfilled when x A and x B do not lie approximately at opposite sides on a straight line through the origin. We define windowed correlation functions as
where superscript s stands for "scattered," subscript a stands for "acausal," and H(t) is the Heaviside step function. The Fourier transforms of these windowed correlation functions correspond to the scattered Green's functions at the right-hand side of (38), as follows:
From the discussion above it follows that this separation is possible when x A and x B do not lie approximately at opposite sides on a straight line through the origin, i.e., when k B is not approximately equal to −k A . Hence, except for (approximate) forward scattering, we find
For the 2D situation, (47) and (48) need to be replaced by
Equation (49) remains unchanged. In the next section we illustrate with a numerical example how this can be used to estimate (apart from a scaling factor) the directional power spectrum of the noise field and, subsequently, the scattering matrix. Figure 3 shows a scattering object in a homogeneous embedding medium. The propagation velocity of the embedding medium is 2000 m/s and the mass density 1000 kg/m 3 . The scattering object has a velocity of 6000 m/s and a mass density of 5000 kg/m 3 . A circular array of 180 receivers is placed around the scatterer; see Figure 4 . The radius r of the array is 50 mm. The configuration is illuminated by a directional noise field, consisting of 1440 mutually uncorrelated plane waves (simulated by distant monopole point sources at a circular array with a radius of 125 mm), of which the average amplitude varies with the illumination angle, according to ( 
Retrieving the noise directivity and the directional scattering matrix from the correlation function.

52)
A(α) = 1 + 0.5 cos(α + 60 • ). 
Figure 4. Acquisition configuration for the numerical experiment. The radius of the receiver array is 50 mm.
The angle-dependent autocorrelation of the noise is A 2 (α)S 0 (t) with S 0 (t) defined as
with ω 0 /2π = 800 kHz. The corresponding power spectrum is A 2 (α)S 0 (ω), with
The receivers sample the noise field (acoustic pressure) with a sampling interval of 0.05 μs and the total duration of the noise registrations is approximately 10 minutes. In the following the receiver coordinates x A and x B , both at distance r from the origin, will be represented by angles α A and α B , respectively (see Figure 4) . The crosscorrelation, defined in (15), reads C(α B , α A , r, t) in these polar coordinates. We evaluate the crosscorrelation by dividing the noise registrations in blocks of 65,536 samples, computing the crosscorrelation per block via the frequency domain and averaging the results over the blocks. Figure 5 shows the correlation function C(α B , α A , r, t) for fixed α A = 0 • and variable α B and t. (Figures 5(a) and 5(b) represent this correlation function in gray-level and wiggle display, respectively.) We clearly recognize the events discussed in section 4.1. The two curved events represent the retrieved direct waves at t = ±t dir (weighted by the directivity of the noise), the events at t = ±t sct = ±2r/c = ±0.05 ms are the retrieved scattered waves, and the event at t = t art = 0 ms is the nonvanishing artifact, resulting from the directional behavior of the noise field.
Note that for this example the direct waves could be used to estimate the directional properties of the noise field, which could subsequently be used to estimate the directional scattering matrix from the scattered waves. However, according to (41) the direct and scattered waves are weighted with unrelated components of the power spectrum of the directional noise field [S(k AB ) versus S(−k A ), etc.]. Although one could correct for this in the case of a full receiver aperture, in more realistic situations this could bias the estimated scattering matrix. In the case of a limited receiver aperture, as discussed at the end of this section, it is even impossible to estimate the required directional properties of the noise from the direct waves. Therefore we prefer to derive the directional properties of the noise field and of the scattering matrix both from the scattered waves.
The scattered waves can be selected from Figure 5 by time-windowing. 
the power spectra S(−k B )/S(−k
We define a matrix R containing the frequency-averaged ratio R(α B , α A ) (where outliers are exluded from the averaging process). Moreover, we define vectors s and q, containing A 2 (α) and 1/A 2 (α), respectively. With these definitions, (55) becomes
where superscript t denotes transposition. Because vectors s and q are mutually related, they can be estimated from (56), apart from an undetermined scaling factor. Note that Rs = sq t s = sN r , where N r = q t s equals the number of receivers in the receiver array (here N r = 180). Hence, s = N −1 r Rs. This suggests the following iterative scheme to resolve s from R: where γ is a factor between zero and one to compensate for the gaps in R. We choose γ = 0.61, being the fraction of receivers for which the direct and scattered waves do not interfere. Applying the iterative scheme of (57) yields an estimate of s and, hence, of the angle-dependent weighting function A 2 (α). The estimated function A 2 (α), obtained after 18 iterations, is shown in Figure 8 together with the modeled version of this function, obtained directly from (52). Here the estimated curve has been scaled by a constant factor for ease of comparison, but this scaling factor is not used in the following. Note that the variation with angle is somewhat underestimated, mainly because amplitudes are averaged over a Fresnel zone. Next, G s (α B , α A , r, ω)S 0 (ω) can be obtained by inverting (50) and (51), i.e., by removing the angle-dependent weighting functions A 2 (α A ) and A 2 (α B ) from Figures 7(a) and 7(b), respectively. Both inversions should converge to the same result, but the signal-to-noise ratio improves by averaging the two results, according to
The modulus of this average is shown in Figure 9 (a) for ω/2π = 732 kHz, where it is compared with the directly modeled scattered Green's function for the same frequency ( Figure 9(b) ).
In both figures the color scale is adapted to the maximum of the plotted function, hence, the effect of the undetermined scaling factor is not visible. According to (42) and (43) G s (α B , α A , r, ω)S 0 (ω) is proportional to the angle-dependent scattering matrix f (α B , α A , ω) (via a frequency-dependent factor). Inverting this gives
Hence, Figures 9(a) and 9(b) can alternatively be interpreted as the estimated and modeled versions of the modulus of the angle-dependent scattering matrix. (Because the color scale is adapted to the maximum, the factor in (59) has no effect on the display.) We may conclude from Figure 9 that the scattering matrix has been retrieved reasonably accurately from the directional noise, except in the gaps caused by the interference with the forward scattered waves. The result in Figure 9 (a) is a significantly better estimate of the scattering matrix in Figure 9 (b) than the uncorrected causal and acausal correlation functions in Figures 7(a) and 7(b). In many practical situations only a partial receiver aperture will be available. We simulate this by repeating the procedure described above, using only a subset of the 180 receivers of the circular array of Figure 4 . Using the 90 receivers between 0 • and 180 • we recover the angle-dependent power spectrum A 2 (α) of the noise (Figure 10(a) ) and the scattering matrix f (α B , α A , ω) (Figure 10(b) ) for this limited angle range with the same accuracy as obtained with the full receiver aperture (Figures 8 and 9(a) ). By further reducing the number of receivers to 50 (between 40 • and 140 • ), we retrieve the power spectrum (Figure 11(a) ) and scattering matrix (Figure 11(b) ), again with the same accuracy as before but of course for a limited angle range.
The latter two examples show that the proposed method does not require a complete circular receiver array and that with a limited receiver aperture the noise directivity properties and the scattering matrix can be accurately retrieved within the angle range covered by the receiver aperture.
In all examples the receiver array was regular and therefore the relatively simple iterative scheme (57) worked very well. For incomplete receiver arrays or corrupted data, matrix R needs to be reconstructed as well as possible prior to applying the iterative scheme. One of the reviewers pointed out that the principal component pursuit method may give very good results [38, 39, 40, 41] .
6. Concluding remarks. The correlation of noise measurements at two receivers converges to the impulse response between these receivers, assuming the noise field is diffuse. In many practical situations the noise field is not purely diffuse. For the situation of a directional scatterer in a homogeneous embedding medium, illuminated by a directional noise field, the correlation function is proportional to the product of the directionalities of the scatterer and of the noise field. Using a relation between the causal and the acausal part of the correlation function, we have derived a method to resolve both directionalities, apart from an undetermined scaling factor, from the correlation function. For the situation of a circular receiver array around the scattering object we have shown that the noise directivity properties can be retrieved for all angles, whereas the scattering matrix can be retrieved for all combinations of incidence and scattering angles, except in a region around forward scattering because of interference with the direct wave. For the situation of a limited receiver aperture, the noise directivity properties and the scattering matrix can be retrieved within the angle range covered by the receivers (except, again, of course, in the region around forward scattering).
The proposed method has the potential to retrieve the scattering matrix of a compact scattering object from ambient noise in a much more accurate way than the straightforward crosscorrelation method. 
